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How Can Mobile Ads Help You Find New

Customers?

 mobile banking marketing customer acquisition

Summary: Community financial institutions may not consider mobile ads when

defining their advertising strategy. However, with the average American using

their smartphones over four hours a day, you could have a captive audience for

mobile advertising. We explore mobile ad spending, the types of mobile ads, and

what kind of content to use.

Today is National Clean Up Your Room Day. We had no idea that there was such a day, but it was likely

recommended by parents nationwide who contend with their children’s messy rooms. That rule of seven – that

you need to hear or see something 7x before it sticks may not apply to children and cleaning up their rooms.

But, it does apply to customers and advertising. 

Trying to reach new customers with the right message 7x is a feat for many bankers. A relatively easy and

effective way to do this is through mobile advertising. Many companies are turning their attention to mobile

advertising for a few reasons. First of all, App Annie reports that the average American used their mobile

device for 4.1 hours each day in 2021. Nearly 80% of smartphone users have made purchases on e-commerce

sites with their mobile devices during the past six months, according to data from OuterBox. It is not surprising

that mobile advertising spending in the US is forecasted to hit $137.13B in 2022. 

With so many people browsing and shopping on their devices, community financial institutions (CFIs) should

include effective mobile advertising in their marketing plans to attract new customers. Let’s dig a little deeper

into mobile advertising.

Types of mobile advertising

1. Geolocation ads are ads that target users when they are in the proximity of their “store”.   Customers

expect search engine ads to “understand” where they are to make shopping easy for them. When mobile

ads include local contact information such as a local phone number or the nearest location’s physical

address, 60% of consumers use it to find or call a business. Why not be that business?

2. Audio advertising through local online content, especially podcasts and music streaming services, is

increasingly popular. According to the Interpublic Group’s media unit Magna, spending on digital audio ads

is on track for a 14% increase this year, from $5B in 2021 to $5.7B. By contrast, traditional radio advertising

is up just 3%.

3. In-app ads are ads within an app, such as your own banking app or even your partners’ apps. These can

help create cross-selling opportunities when your customers are ready, without the cost of advertising paid

to search engines like Google or other outside companies. If the advertising is appropriately targeted, your

customers will even thank you for it. 

4. Partnership advertising lets you combine efforts with another business. You might advertise your

automobile loan rates and terms, for instance, in an ad that also highlights a local automotive dealership.

Customers that are looking for a larger purchase and have an easy way to finance it will likely be more

incentivized to make a decision promptly. 
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5. Social media and YouTube advertising are increasingly common. It is not surprising as 80% of shoppers

watch a YouTube video about a planned purchase at the beginning of their process and mobile device users

rack up 70% of overall YouTube watching time. Campaigns on Facebook, Twitter, and other social media

channels can successfully capture viewer attention, with Facebook enjoying a 9-10% conversion rate.

Now that you know what types of mobile ads are used, are you ready to dip your toe into the mobile

advertising waters? If you are, you will need to come up with the right content.

What content is appropriate for a mobile ad campaign?

The key is short, visual, and impactful. You will only grab a potential customer’s attention on their device for

1.5 to 5 seconds before they move on. Here are three forms of mobile content that can be attention-grabbing.

1. Short videos. Many people enjoy watching videos on social media. With the right message, a video could

be quite memorable and actionable.

2. Blogs. Using a blog on a mobile-responsive website provides potential customers with valuable information

or perspectives that can tee up interest in your products and services and lets them search deep into your

site. All the while, you can track them and learn their behaviors.

3. Checklists. Potential customers enjoy content that provides value rather than just selling them on product

benefits. So offer steps they should take to reach their goals, whether that’s starting a new business or

managing cash flow better. Giving them helpful information like this will likely have them coming back to

you.

By tracking views and responses, CFIs can learn more about their prospects using digital marketing and

customize content accordingly. How many of them click on a link or follow through on contacting the

institution? Adjust until the customer response rate reaches its goal or follows the process you intended. Then

periodically adjust the content and refresh it, as customers want up-to-date ideas and content.

With 77% of the US population owning smartphones, mobile advertising is becoming more popular. Finding new

customers where they are geographically and when they need new products and services is enticing to

community financial institutions. Is today the day to start reaching out to these new mobile customers?

COMMERCIAL LOAN GROWTH AND FLOATING RATE ASSETS

Does your institution need fully-funded, senior secured floating-rate loans to diversify your portfolio? Learn

about our C&I Loan Program to meet your loan growth objectives.

ECONOMY & RATES

Rates As Of: 05/10/2022 12:22PM (GMT-0700)

Treasury Yields MTD Chg YTD Chg

3M 0.92 0.07 0.86

6M 1.43 0.02 1.24

1Y 1.96 -0.13 1.58

2Y 2.62 -0.10 1.89

5Y 2.91 -0.04 1.65

10Y 2.98 0.05 1.47

30Y 3.11 0.11 1.20

https://www.smallbizgenius.net/by-the-numbers/advertising-statistics/#gref
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FF Market FF Disc IORB

0.83 1.00 0.90

SOFR Prime OBFR

0.78 4.00 0.82
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